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Is your company run by a team with no name? At the top of every organization chart lies a myth—that aSenior Management Team
makes a company's critical decisions. Thereality is that critical decisions are typically made by the bossand a small group of
confidants—a "team with noname"—outside of formal processes. Meanwhile, other membersof the management team wonder why
they weren't in the room or evenconsulted ahead of time. The dysfunction that results from this gapbetween myth and reality has
led to years of unproductive teambuilding exercises. The problems, Frisch shows, are ones of processand structure, not
psychology. In Who's in the Room? Bob Frisch provides a uniqueperspective to this widely misunderstood issue. Flying in the
faceof decades of organizational psychology, he argues that thesolution lies not in addressing behaviors, but in unseating
thesenior management team as the epicenter of decision making. Using abroad portfolio of teams—large and small, permanent
andtemporary, formal and informal—great leaders match eachdecision to the appropriate team in a fluid, flexible approach
thatyou won't find described in management textbooks. Who's in the Room? is based on interviews with CEOs atorganizations
ranging from MasterCard to Ticketmaster to The RedCross. Understand and embrace the way decision-making actually
happensin their organizations Use these "teams with no names" to best advantage Engage the Senior Management Team in the
three critical tasksfor which it is ideally suited Organizations will get better decisions and superior results byunleashing the full
potential of their Senior Management Teams. Andbosses will see a dramatic drop-off in people coming into theiroffices asking,
"Why wasn't I in the room?"
Two leadership consultants identify three keys to being a more effective leader: knowing your strengths and investing in others'
strengths, getting people with the right strengths on your team, and understanding and meeting the four basic needs of those who
look to you for leadership.
To improve one’s leadership influence, study the lives of great leaders—21 of whom are found in Pat Williams’ newest book.
Member of the Basketball Hall of Fame, senior vice president of the Orlando Magic, and author of 90 books, Pat Williams has
devoted much of his life to the study of leadership—and shares the stories and principles of individuals from George Washington to
Nelson Mandela, Billy Graham to Walt Disney, and Margaret Thatcher to Steve Jobs. Organized around Pat’s “Seven Sides of
Leadership”—Vision, Communication, People Skills, Character, Competence, Boldness, Serving Heart—21 Great Leaders will
provide challenge, encouragement, and affirmation for anyone’s leadership journey.
The revolutionary approach to smart thinking. In a rapidly changing world there is an increasing need for critical, creative, and
systems thinking. These abilities, though, are only gained through a virtuous circle of trying, reflecting, learning, and trying
again; despite this, most organizations are still trying to develop these skills through linear approaches. The Thinking Effect by
Michael Vaughan redefines smart thinking and effective learning - teaching how rather than what to think. Vaughan has spent
his career teaching smart thinking to Fortune 500 companies and government agencies around the globe. By adopting this new
thinking, leaders will learn how to develop "neural leadership" - understanding and engaging with the psychology of their team while employees at all levels will learn how to: develop patterns of thought that differentiate top performers from those who
merely do their jobs, increase productivity, improve problem-solving, and influence profitability, and become Value Workers who
generate value for growth and a sustainable future. The Thinking Effect offers learning solutions, individual practices, and realworld applications to help companies break free from institutional processes that hinder fresh and innovative thought. The result
is an engaged, valuable workforce that rethinks established practices - and thinking itself.
Leading with Soul
How Great Leaders Prepare, Perform, and Prevail
The Thinking Effect
Why Great Leaders Don't Take Yes for an Answer
Act Like a Leader, Think Like a Leader
How Great Leaders Bring Out the Best in Themselves and Others
Better Under Pressure
The Art of Followership puts dynamic leader-follower interaction at the forefront of
discussion. It examines the multiple roles followers play and their often complex relationship
to leaders. With contributions from leading scholars and practitioners from the burgeoning
field of leadership/followership studies, this groundbreaking book outlines how followers
contribute to effective leadership and to organizations overall. Drawing from various
disciplines?from philosophy, to psychology and management, to education?the book defines
followership and its myriad meanings. The Art of Followership explores the practice and
research that promote positive followership and reveals the part that followers play in setting
the standards and formulating the culture and policies of the group. The contributors include
new models of followership and explore fresh perspectives on the contributions that followers
make to groups, organizations, societies, and leaders. The book also explores the most
current research on followership and includes insights and perspectives on the future of
leader-follower relationships.
In this fifth edition of the bestselling text in organizational theory and behavior, Bolman and
Deal’s update includes coverage of pressing issues such as globalization, changing workforce,
multi-cultural and virtual workforces and communication, and sustainability. A full instructor
support package is available including an instructor’s guide, summary tip sheets for each
chapter, hot links to videos & extra resources, mini-assessments for each of the frames, and
podcast Q&As with Bolman & Deal.
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You aspire to lead with greater impact. The problem is you’re busy executing on today’s
demands. You know you have to carve out time from your day job to build your leadership
skills, but it’s easy to let immediate problems and old mind-sets get in the way. Herminia
Ibarra—an expert on professional leadership and development and a renowned professor at
INSEAD, a leading international business school—shows how managers and executives at all
levels can step up to leadership by making small but crucial changes in their jobs, their
networks, and themselves. In Act Like a Leader, Think Like a Leader, she offers advice to help
you: • Redefine your job in order to make more strategic contributions • Diversify your
network so that you connect to, and learn from, a bigger range of stakeholders • Become
more playful with your self-concept, allowing your familiar—and possibly
outdated—leadership style to evolve Ibarra turns the usual “think first and then act”
philosophy on its head by arguing that doing these three things will help you learn through
action and will increase what she calls your outsight—the valuable external perspective you
gain from direct experiences and experimentation. As opposed to insight, outsight will then
help change the way you think as a leader: about what kind of work is important; how you
should invest your time; why and which relationships matter in informing and supporting your
leadership; and, ultimately, who you want to become. Packed with self-assessments and
practical advice to help define your most pressing leadership challenges, this book will help
you devise a plan of action to become a better leader and move your career to the next level.
It’s time to learn by doing.
Finally in paperback: the New York Times bestseller by the acclaimed, bestselling author of
Start With Why and Together is Better. Now with an expanded chapter and appendix on
leading millennials, based on Simon Sinek's viral video "Millenials in the workplace" (150+
million views). Imagine a world where almost everyone wakes up inspired to go to work, feels
trusted and valued during the day, then returns home feeling fulfilled. This is not a crazy,
idealized notion. Today, in many successful organizations, great leaders create environments
in which people naturally work together to do remarkable things. In his work with
organizations around the world, Simon Sinek noticed that some teams trust each other so
deeply that they would literally put their lives on the line for each other. Other teams, no
matter what incentives are offered, are doomed to infighting, fragmentation and failure.
Why? The answer became clear during a conversation with a Marine Corps general. "Officers
eat last," he said. Sinek watched as the most junior Marines ate first while the most senior
Marines took their place at the back of the line. What's symbolic in the chow hall is deadly
serious on the battlefield: Great leaders sacrifice their own comfort--even their own
survival--for the good of those in their care. Too many workplaces are driven by cynicism,
paranoia, and self-interest. But the best ones foster trust and cooperation because their
leaders build what Sinek calls a "Circle of Safety" that separates the security inside the team
from the challenges outside. Sinek illustrates his ideas with fascinating true stories that
range from the military to big business, from government to investment banking.
Hearts Touched with Fire
Back to Human
Reframing the Path to School Leadership
Extraordinary Influence
Contrarian Leadership Principles to Transform Your Team and Business
How Great Leaders Create Connection in the Age of Isolation
Why Some Teams Pull Together and Others Don't
WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER A Financial Times Book of the Month Back to Human explains how a
more socially connected workforce creates greater fulfillment, productivity, and engagement while
preventing burnout and turnover. The next generation of leaders must create a workplace where
teammates feel genuinely connected, engaged, and empowered -- without relying on technology. Based
on Dan Schawbel's exclusive research studies -- featuring the perspectives of over 2,000 managers and
employees across different age groups -- Back to Human reveals why virtual communication, though vital
and useful, actually contributes to a stronger sense of isolation at work than ever before. How can we
change this culture? Schawbel offers a self-assessment called the "Work Connectivity Index" that
measures the strength of team relationships. He also shares exercises, examples, and activities that
readers can work on individually or as a team, which will help them increase personal productivity, be
more collaborative, and become more fulfilled at work. Back to Human ultimately helps you decide when
and how to use technology to build better connections in your work life. It is a call to action to leaders
across the world to make the workplace a better experience for all of us.
Do people see you as the kind of leader you want to be? Are your strongest leadership qualities getting in
the way of your greatness? After decades of advising and inspiring some of the most eminent chief
executives in the world, Lolly Daskal has uncovered a startling pattern: within each leader are powerful
abilities that are also hidden impediments to greatness. She’s witnessed many highly driven,
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overachieving leaders rise to prominence fueled by well-honed skill sets, only to falter when the shadow
sides of the same skills emerge. Now Daskal reveals her proven system, which leaders at any level can
apply to dramatically improve their results. It begins with identifying your distinctive leadership archetype
and recognizing its shadow: ■ The Rebel, driven by confidence, becomes the Imposter, plagued by selfdoubt. ■ The Explorer, fueled by intuition, becomes the Exploiter, master of manipulation. ■ The Truth
Teller, who embraces candor, becomes the Deceiver, who creates suspicion. ■ The Hero, embodying
courage, becomes the Bystander, an outright coward. ■ The Inventor, brimming with integrity, becomes
the Destroyer, who is morally corrupt. ■ The Navigator, trusts and is trusted, becomes the Fixer, endlessly
arrogant. ■ The Knight, for whom loyalty is everything, becomes the Mercenary, who is perpetually selfserving. Using psychology, philosophy, and her own experience, Daskal offers a breakthrough perspective
on leadership. She’ll take you inside some of the most cloistered boardrooms, let you in on deeply
personal conversations with industry leaders, and introduce you to luminaries who’ve changed the world.
Her insights will help you rethink everything you know to become the leader you truly want to be.
The Secret introduced people around the world to a profound yet seemingly contradictory concept: to lead
is to serve. With that as the foundation Great Leaders Grow takes the next step, showing leaders how to
ensure that they'll be able to effectively serve throughout their careers. The Secret's protagonist, Debbie
Brewster, now an accomplished leader herself, becomes a mentor to Blake, her former mentor's son. She
teaches him not just how to lead, but emphasizes the critical importance of continually learning and
developing his leadership abilities throughout his career. She identifies four areas in which every leader
must continue to GROW - Gain Knowledge (of themselves, others, their industry and the field of
leadership); Reach Out to Others, both formally and informally; Open their World, at work and outside of
work; and Walk toward Wisdom (through self-evaluation, feedback, counsel and over time). This book is
for any leader in any organization that needs more and better leaders faster. Its blueprint for culture
transformation is a simple yet revolutionary path to sustainable achievement.
How is it that time after time, Norman Schwarzkopf was able to sense problems while others around him
got blindsided? The answer lies in the factor that separates the great leaders from the merely good ones:
the Law of Intuition.
Why Some Companies Make the Leap...And Others Don't
Reframing Organizations
Great Leaders Make Sure Monday Morning Doesn't Suck
21 Great Leaders
In Search of Leadership: How Great Leaders Answer the Question "Why Lead?"
Common Purpose
Artistry, Choice, and Leadership
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A powerful guide to the art of leadership from David Gergen—former White House adviser to four
US presidents, CNN analyst, and founder of the Harvard Center for Public Leadership. As nations careen from one crisis to the next, there is a
growing cry for fresh leadership. Those in charge have repeatedly fallen short, and trust in institutions has plummeted. So, what does great
leadership look like? And how are great leaders made? David Gergen, a leader in the public arena for more than half a century, draws from his
experiences as a White House adviser to four presidents, his decades as a trusted voice on national issues, and years of teaching and mentoring
young people to offer a stirring playbook for the next generation of change-makers. To uncover the fundamental elements of effective leadership,
Gergen traces the journeys of iconic leaders past and present, from pathbreakers like Ruth Bader Ginsburg, John Lewis, John McCain, and
Harvey Milk to historic icons like Lincoln, John F. Kennedy, Winston Churchill, and Eleanor and Franklin Roosevelt, to contemporary game
changers like Greta Thunberg, the Parkland students, and the Black Lives Matter movement. Leadership is a journey that starts from within,
Gergen writes. A leader must become self-aware and then achieve self-mastery. You cannot lead others until you can lead yourself. As you start to
leap into the world, you begin your outer journey, overcoming setbacks, persuading others, empowering them, and navigating crises—armed with a
sense of history, humor, passion, and purpose. By linking lessons of the past with the ever-changing practice of leadership today, Gergen reveals
the time-tested secrets of dynamic leadership. An indispensable manual, Hearts Touched with Fire distills experience and wisdom of the past into
an invaluable guide for leaders of our future.
A #1 New York Times bestselling author and leadership expert answers questions from his readers about what it takes to be in charge and make a
difference. John Maxwell, America's #1 leadership authority, has mastered the art of asking questions, using them to learn and grow, connect with
people, challenge himself, improve his team, and develop better ideas. Questions have literally changed Maxwell's life. In GOOD LEADERS ASK
GREAT QUESTIONS, he shows how they can change yours, teaching why questions are so important, what questions you should ask yourself as a
leader, and what questions you should be asking your team. Maxwell also opened the floodgates and invited people from around the world to ask
him any leadership question. He answers seventy of them--the best of the best--including . . . What are the top skills required to lead people
through difficult times? How do I get started in leadership? How do I motivate an unmotivated person? How can I succeed working under poor
leadership? When is the right time for a successful leader to move on to a new position? How do you move people into your inner circle? No matter
whether you are a seasoned leader at the top of your game or a newcomer wanting to take the first steps into leadership, this book will change the
way you look at questions and improve your leadership life.
NOW AN OWL (Outstanding Work of Literature) Leadership Award Winner! Every great leader is a great storyteller. As a manager, CEO, or
team leader, how can you innovatively engage your employees so that they understand where your organization came from, where it's going, and
how you're going to get there? How can you connect with your customers in a way that makes them believe in your company as passionately as
you do? Paul Smith is one of the world's leading experts in business storytelling. He teaches people how to be more effective leaders by
communicating their company's important mission, inspiring creativity, and earning the trust of valued stakeholders. The 10 Stories Great
Leaders Tell explores the journey behind success, and breaks down not just the importance of your company's story but how to craft compelling
ones of your own.
In this offbeat approach to leadership, college president Steven B. Sample-the man who turned the University of Southern California into one of
the most respected and highly rated universities in the country-challenges many conventional teachings on the subject. Here, Sample outlines an
iconoclastic style of leadership that flies in the face of current leadership thought, but a style that unquestionably works, nevertheless. Sample
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urges leaders and aspiring leaders to focus on some key counterintuitive truths. He offers his own down-to-earth, homespun, and often provocative
advice on some complex and thoughtful issues. And he provides many practical, if controversial, tactics for successful leadership, suggesting,
among other things, that leaders should sometimes compromise their principles, not read everything that comes across their desks, and always put
off decisions.
The VISIBLE LEARNING(R) Approach to School Success
Becoming a Leader for Life
The Making of Five Courageous Leaders
Reframing Academic Leadership
Rethinking Thinking to Create Great Leaders and the New Value Worker
What Gets Between You and Your Greatness
Why Some Companies Make the Leap ... and Others Don't

The proven model that offers powerful and elegant strategies forleaders How Great Leaders Think: the Art of
Reframing usescompelling, contemporary examples to show how more complex thinkingis the key to better
leadership. Leaders who understand what'sgoing on around them see what they need to do to achieve theresults
they want. Bolman and Deal's influential four-frame modelof leadership and organizations—developed in
theirbestselling book, Reframing Organizations: Artistry Choice andLeadership—offers leaders an accessible guide
forunderstanding four major aspects of organizational life: structure,people, politics, and culture. Tapping into the
complexity enablesleaders to decode the messy world in which they live, see moreoptions, tell better stories, and
find strategies that are moreeffective. Case examples of leaders like Jeff Bezos at Amazon,Howard Schultz at
Starbucks, Tony Hsieh at Zappos, Ursula Burns atXerox, and the late Steve Jobs at Apple provide concrete
lessonsthat readers can put to use in their own leadership. The book'slessons include: How to use structural tools to
organize teams and organizationsfor better results How to build motivation and morale by aligning organizationsand
people How to map the terrain and build a power base to navigate thepolitical dynamics in organizations How to
develop a leadership story that shapes culture, providesdirection, and inspires commitment to excellence
The proven model that offers powerful and elegant strategies for leaders How Great Leaders Think: the Art of
Reframing uses compelling, contemporary examples to show how more complex thinking is the key to better
leadership. Leaders who understand what's going on around them see what they need to do to achieve the results
they want. Bolman and Deal's influential four-frame model of leadership and organizations—developed in their
bestselling book, Reframing Organizations: Artistry Choice and Leadership—offers leaders an accessible guide for
understanding four major aspects of organizational life: structure, people, politics, and culture. Tapping into the
complexity enables leaders to decode the messy world in which they live, see more options, tell better stories, and
find strategies that are more effective. Case examples of leaders like Jeff Bezos at Amazon, Howard Schultz at
Starbucks, Tony Hsieh at Zappos, Ursula Burns at Xerox, and the late Steve Jobs at Apple provide concrete lessons
that readers can put to use in their own leadership. The book's lessons include: How to use structural tools to
organize teams and organizations for better results How to build motivation and morale by aligning organizations
and people How to map the terrain and build a power base to navigate the political dynamics in organizations How
to develop a leadership story that shapes culture, provides direction, and inspires commitment to excellence
It’s not what you do, it’s how you think about what you do. A must-have resource for any educator working toward
student achievement at ever-higher levels, 10 Mindframes for Leaders: The VISIBLE LEARNING® Approach to
School Success brings the mindframes of ten world-renowned educators to life. Each chapter, written by a different
thought leader, details a mindframe at the heart of successful school leadership. It includes: · The most current, upto-date findings from the Visible Learning research, including the factors from Visible Learning that support each
mindframe · Practical ideas for leaders to implement high-impact strategies in classrooms and schools · Resources to
help educators clarify and refine their own mindframes
As a leader, changing your mind has always been perceived as a weakness. Not anymore. In a world that’s changing
faster than ever, successful leaders realize that a genuine willingness to change their own minds is the ultimate
competitive advantage. Drawing on evidence from social science, history, politics, and more, business consultant Al
Pittampalli reveals why confidence, consistency, and conviction, are increasingly becoming liabilities—while
humility, inconsistency, and radical open-mindedness are powerful leadership assets. In Persuadable, you’ll learn
how Ray Dalio became the most successful hedge fund manager in the world by strategically curbing confidence.
How Alan Mullaly saved Ford Motor Company, not by staying the course, but by continually changing course. How
one Nobel Prize-winning scientist discovered the cause of ulcers by bravely doubting his own entrenched beliefs.
You’ll learn how Billy Graham’s change of heart helped propel the civil rights movement, and how a young NFL
linebacker’s radical new position may prove to alter the world of professional football as we know it. Pittampalli
doesn’t just explain why you should be persuadable. Distilling cutting edge research from cognitive and social
psychology, he shows you precisely how. Rife with actionable advice, Persuadable is an invaluable guide for today’s
data-driven, results-oriented leader.
Your Foundation for Successful Leadership
Who's in the Room?
Start with Why
10 Mindframes for Leaders
Good Leaders Ask Great Questions
The One Thing Great Leaders Have that Great Followers Want
How Great Leaders Transform Their Organizations and Shape the Future
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Harvard Business School's Michael Roberto draws on powerful decision-making case studies from
every walk of life, showing how to promote honest, constructive dissent and skepticism; use it
to improve decisions; and align organizations behind those decisions. Learn from disasters like
the Space Shuttle Columbia and JFK's Bay of Pigs Invasion, from successes like Sid Caesar and
Bill Parcells, from George W. Bush's decision-making after 9/11. Roberto complements his
compelling case studies with extensive new research on executive decisionmaking. Discover how to
test and probe a management team; when 'yes' means 'yes' and when it doesn't; and how to build
real consensus that leads to action. Gain important new insights into managing teams, mitigating
risk, promoting corporate ethics, and much more.
Two world-renowned strategists detail the seven leadership imperatives for transforming
companies for success in the digital era. Yes, the world is chaotic, and no one knows the
details of where we're headed. But leaders must not let themselves be held hostage by fear. More
than ever, you need to take charge and write your vision for your company's future. This book is
your guide. For companies to succeed in the digital age, executives must reimagine their
businesses before they reimagine being digital. They must courageously shed the past to rethink
their place in the world and how they compete and collaborate with others to create value.
Companies need to undergo a fundamental transformation, building a new type of competitive
advantage—one that is fueled by scale in their differentiating capabilities. They must focus on
the few capabilities that power their value proposition. And they must be measurably better than
their competitors. In their new book, Paul Leinwand and Mahadeva Matt Mani, both members of the
PwC US partnership and its Strategy& global team, help leaders navigate these profound and
historic shifts and provide a road map for reshaping their companies. Building on a major new
body of research, along with case studies of companies on the vanguard of this major shift, the
authors identify the seven imperatives that leaders must follow as the digital age continues to
evolve: Reimagine your company's place in the world Build privileged insights into your
customers Create value through ecosystems Break up the traditional organization Reposition your
leadership team Reinvent the social contract with your people Disrupt your own leadership
approach Together, these seven imperatives comprise a playbook for designing and executing the
transformations that are required for companies to succeed in the digital age.
Most business leaders can take only so much pressure before their performance slides. Yet some
CEOs deliver their greatest successes when times get toughest—when customers’ preferences are
shifting away from a company’s products, when new regulations are shrinking profit margins, when
political unrest is destroying supply lines. In Better Under Pressure, Justin Menkes reveals the
common traits that make these leaders successful. Drawing on in-depth interviews with sixty CEOs
from an array of industries and performance data from two hundred other leaders, Menkes shows
that great executives strive relentlessly to maximize their own potential—as well as stoke their
people’s innate thirst for their own triumphs. To do so, they draw on a set of three essential
and rare attributes: • Realistic optimism: They recognize the risks threatening their
organization’s survival—and their own failings—while remaining confident in their ability to
have an impact. • Subservience to purpose: They dedicate themselves to pursuing a noble cause
and win their team’s commitment to that cause. • Finding order in chaos: They find clarity amid
the many variables affecting their business by culling data and forming the conclusions that
matter most to the company. The good news: these three capabilities can be learned. Drawing on a
broad range of examples from real companies—including Avon, Yum Brands, Southwest, Procter &
Gamble, and Ryerson Steel, to name just a few—Menkes demonstrates how each psychological
attribute manifests itself in real life and enables top performance under extreme duress. He
also shows you how to develop and deploy those attributes—so you can transform yourself into a
leader who only shines brighter as the pressure intensifies. Deeply personal, brimming with
compelling stories from real-life CEOs, and packed with powerful insights, tools, and practices,
this book is a potent resource for aspiring, emerging, and seasoned business leaders alike.
A WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER “Five gritty leaders whose extraordinary passion and
perseverance changed history…a gripping read on a timeless and timely topic” —Angela Duckworth,
#1 bestselling author of Grit An enthralling historical narrative filled with critical
leadership insights, Forged in Crisis, by celebrated Harvard Business School historian Nancy
Koehn, spotlights five masters of crisis: polar explorer Ernest Shackleton; President Abraham
Lincoln; legendary abolitionist Frederick Douglass; Nazi-resisting clergyman Dietrich
Bonhoeffer; and environmental crusader Rachel Carson. What do such disparate figures have in
common? Why do their extraordinary stories continue to amaze and inspire? In delivering the
answers to those questions, Nancy Koehn offers a remarkable template by which to judge those in
our own time to whom the public has given its trust. She begins each of the book’s five sections
by showing her protagonist on the precipice of a great crisis: Shackleton marooned on an
Antarctic ice floe; Lincoln on the verge of seeing the Union collapse; escaped slave Douglass
facing possible capture; Bonhoeffer agonizing over how to counter absolute evil with faith;
Carson racing against the cancer ravaging her in a bid to save the planet. The narrative then
reaches back to each person’s childhood and shows the individual growing—step by step—into the
person he or she will ultimately become. Significantly, as we follow each leader’s against-allodds journey, we begin to glean an essential truth: leaders are not born but made. In a book
dense with epiphanies, the most galvanizing one may be that the power to lead courageously
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resides in each of us. Whether it’s read as a repository of great insight or as exceptionally
rendered human drama, Forged in Crisis stands as a towering achievement.
The 10 Stories Great Leaders Tell
Persuadable
How Great Leaders Structure and Manage the Teams Around Them
Great Leaders Have No Rules
How Great Leaders Bring Out the Best in Others
How Great Leaders Get Organizations to Achieve the Extraordinary
How Truly Great Leaders Unleash Greatness in Others
The Challenge Built to Last, the defining management study of the nineties, showed how great companies triumph
over time and how long-term sustained performance can be engineered into the DNA of an enterprise from the
verybeginning. But what about the company that is not born with great DNA? How can good companies, mediocre
companies, even bad companies achieve enduring greatness? The Study For years, this question preyed on the mind
of Jim Collins. Are there companies that defy gravity and convert long-term mediocrity or worse into long-term
superiority? And if so, what are the universal distinguishing characteristics that cause a company to go from good to
great? The Standards Using tough benchmarks, Collins and his research team identified a set of elite companies that
made the leap to great results and sustained those results for at least fifteen years. How great? After the leap, the
good-to-great companies generated cumulative stock returns that beat the general stock market by an average of
seven times in fifteen years, better than twice the results delivered by a composite index of the world's greatest
companies, including Coca-Cola, Intel, General Electric, and Merck. The Comparisons The research team contrasted
the good-to-great companies with a carefully selected set of comparison companies that failed to make the leap from
good to great. What was different? Why did one set of companies become truly great performers while the other set
remained only good? Over five years, the team analyzed the histories of all twenty-eight companies in the study.
After sifting through mountains of data and thousands of pages of interviews, Collins and his crew discovered the key
determinants of greatness -- why some companies make the leap and others don't. The Findings The findings of the
Good to Great study will surprise many readers and shed light on virtually every area of management strategy and
practice. The findings include: Level 5 Leaders: The research team was shocked to discover the type of leadership
required to achieve greatness. The Hedgehog Concept (Simplicity within the Three Circles): To go from good to
great requires transcending the curse of competence. A Culture of Discipline: When you combine a culture of
discipline with an ethic of entrepreneurship, you get the magical alchemy of great results. Technology Accelerators:
Good-to-great companies think differently about the role of technology. The Flywheel and the Doom Loop: Those
who launch radical change programs and wrenching restructurings will almost certainly fail to make the leap. “Some
of the key concepts discerned in the study,” comments Jim Collins, "fly in the face of our modern business culture
and will, quite frankly, upset some people.” Perhaps, but who can afford to ignore these findings?
From one of the most respected names in business and leadership, a rare look at the specifics of how great leaders
achieve "common purpose" and success within their organizations. What is common purpose? It is that rare, almostpalpable experience that happens when a leader coalesces a group, team or community into a creative, dynamic,
brave and nearly invincible we. It happens the moment the organization's values, tools, objectives and hopes are
internalized in a way that enables people to work tirelessly toward a goal. Common purpose is rarely achieved. But
Kurtzman has observed that when a leader is able to bring it about, the results are outsized, measurable and inspiring.
Based on Kurtzman's all-new interviews with more than 50 leaders, including Ron Sargent, Ilene Lang, Micky Arison,
Simon Cooper, Joel Klein, Janet Field, Steve Wynn, Shivan Subramaniam, Michael Dell, Richard Boyatzis, Tom Kelley,
Michael Milken, and Warren Bennis Contains research on leadership Kurtzman has conducted during his years at The
New York Times, the Harvard Business Review, Booz & Company, as well as with PricewaterhouseCoopers, Mercer,
and Korn/Ferry Based on all new interviews with some of the most dynamic, successful, and enduring leaders,
Common Purpose sheds new light on the meaning of leadership, the crucial qualities of leaders, and most importantly,
how to lead.
Clear and concise steps to develop the confidence and mental edge that sets you apart as a trailblazing leader—the
same approach thousands of professional athletes have used to become champions. The Leader's Mind taps into the
same tips and techniques honed by top-tier athletes, such as how to get in a "zone," thrive on a team, and stay
humble, to become a champion at work and the ultimate team player at home. Based on high-performance psychology
research and Dr. Jim Afremow’s two decades of experience providing mental training services across the globe to
athletes and business leaders, The Leader's Mind will help you master: Valuable leadership lessons through powerful
parables and stories from well-known leaders. The actionable steps leaders must take to change their thinking and
become the leader they want to be. The necessary mindset to push through the challenges you face and take control
of the direction your career and home life are taking. Tips and techniques to overcome seemingly insurmountable
odds and challenges in order to excel. Stop struggling with the expectations you face at work and at home by
fundamentally changing the way you process what’s happening in your life. The mental edge that sets elite athletes
apart outlined in this book will help you become the champion leader you want to be.
The inspirational bestseller that ignited a movement and asked us to find our WHY Discover the book that is
captivating millions on TikTok and that served as the basis for one of the most popular TED Talks of all time—with
more than 56 million views and counting. Over a decade ago, Simon Sinek started a movement that inspired millions
to demand purpose at work, to ask what was the WHY of their organization. Since then, millions have been touched
by the power of his ideas, and these ideas remain as relevant and timely as ever. START WITH WHY asks (and
answers) the questions: why are some people and organizations more innovative, more influential, and more
profitable than others? Why do some command greater loyalty from customers and employees alike? Even among the
successful, why are so few able to repeat their success over and over? People like Martin Luther King Jr., Steve
Jobs, and the Wright Brothers had little in common, but they all started with WHY. They realized that people won't
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truly buy into a product, service, movement, or idea until they understand the WHY behind it. START WITH WHY
shows that the leaders who have had the greatest influence in the world all think, act and communicate the same
way—and it's the opposite of what everyone else does. Sinek calls this powerful idea The Golden Circle, and it
provides a framework upon which organizations can be built, movements can be led, and people can be inspired. And
it all starts with WHY.
Follow the Leader
Beyond Digital
The Art of Reframing
The Law of Intuition
Good to Great
The Opposable Mind
The Art of Followership
Can a good company become a great one and, if so, how?After a five-year research project, Collins concludes that good
to great can and does happen. In this book, he uncovers the underlying variables that enable any type of organization to
As a serial entrepreneur, Kevin Kruse has seen time and again that the leadership practices that actually work are the
opposite of what is commonly taught and implemented. Close Your Open Door Policy shows how a contrarian approach
can be a better, faster, and easier way to succeed as a leader. Chapter by chapter, Kruse focuses on a piece of popular
wisdom, then shows with real-world case studies and quantitative research that the opposite approach will lead to better
results, encouraging leaders to play favorites, stay out of meetings, and, of course, close their open doors.
The age-old question for every leader—how do we bring out the best in those we lead? Anyone who has run a company,
raised a family, lead an army, or coached a team struggles to find the key to help others excel and realize their potential.
It is surprising how often we resort to criticism vs. an approach that actually results in a better worker and a better
person. What if we could speak Words of Life that transform those under our influence and ignite fires of intrinsic
motivation? What if those we lead found great purpose in what they do and worked at their jobs with all their heart? Isn’t
that what leaders, parents and teachers really want? Ultimately, don’t we hope to foster intrinsic motivation so that the
individuals we lead become better employees, better students or better athletes? Recent discoveries of brain science
and the wisdom of top CEO’s that Dr. Tim Irwin interviewed for this book give us the answers we’ve long sought. In
most organizations, the methods used to provide feedback to employees such as performance appraisal or multi-rater
feedback systems, in fact, accomplish the exact opposite of what we intend. We inadvertently speak Words of Death.
Brain science tells us that these methods tend to engage a natural “negativity bias” that is hardwired in us all. Science in
recent years discovered that affirmation sets in motion huge positive changes in the brain. It releases certain neuro
chemicals associated with well-being and higher performance. Amazingly, criticism creates just the opposite neural
reaction. The most primitive part of the brain goes into hyper defense mode, compromising our performance, torpedoing
our motivation and limiting access to our higher-order strengths. How do we redirect employees who are out-of-line
without engaging our natural “negativity bias?” Leaders must forever ban the term, “Constructive Criticism.” Brain
science tells us that we can establish a connection between the employee’s work and his or her aspirations. This book
calls for a new approach to align workers with an organization’s mission, strategy and goals, called Alliance Feedback.
YOUR ONLY JOB AS A LEADER IS TO MAKE SURE MONDAY MORNING DOESN'T SUCK. At least that's what Eric
Harkins thinks. In his first book, Eric talks about his twenty-five-year journey working in corporate America and the many
lessons he learned about leadership. He was lucky enough to work for a company that made sure Monday morning didn't
suck, but even luckier to work for several that didn't. Great Leaders Make Sure Monday Morning Doesn't Suck is a fun,
engaging, and light-hearted collection of stories told by Eric. He's worked for some good leaders. He's worked for some
bad leaders. And he learned a lot about what it takes to create a culture high performers want to be a part of.
How Great Leaders are Made
Trust and Inspire
Leaders Eat Last
How Great Leaders Think
Lesson 8 from The 21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership
Managing for Conflict and Consensus
How Successful Leaders Win Through Integrative Thinking
Most leadership models start with trying to identify what great leaders do. In Follow the Leader, global speaker, consultant and leadership
expert Emmanuel Gobillot answers a much more fundamental question to anyone wanting to become a great leader: 'what do great followers
want?'. In this fast-paced and well-researched book, he identifies the key elements of leadership success and the proven pathways to developing
the charisma we all seek in the leaders who truly inspire and motivate us. He breaks down the all-important 'charisma' into eight critical
elements, explaining how each component works and offering practical development steps for each. Getting these steps right will transform
good leaders into magnets for great followers, harnessing an unstoppable power for business achievement.
What truly drives a leader? The role of leadership is crucial to every occupation-whether you're in business, or government, whether you're a
parent or a teacher, and whether you're at the early stages of your career, or are at a crossroads after decades of success. Linkage CEO Phil
Harkins and ARC Financial Corp cofounder Phil Swift have enjoyed decades of experience in leading and working with other leaders. Along
the way they became aware that many leaders find themselves in search of their personal purpose for leading. This search led them on a new
journey--traveling around the world to interview corporate executives, presidents and prime ministers, educators, an important spiritual leader,
and other leaders in a wide array of fields, including Mary Robinson, first female president of Ireland Henri Landwirth, holocaust survivor,
hotel mogul, philanthropist Mikhail Gorbachev, former president of the Soviet Union and 1990 winner of the Nobel Peace Prize Rafiah Salim,
International Center for Leadership in Finance, Assistant Secretary-General for Human Resources Management, U.N. Rajaa Khuzai,former
Member of the Iraqi Governing Council Benazir Bhutto, former prime minister of Pakistan Erin Gruwell, Freedom Writers founder and
education innovator Harkins and Swift asked each of these leaders the fundamental question “Why Lead?” The answers were startling in their
wide range and also the commonality of a recurring theme. Essentially, great leaders, at some point in time, all experience a transformational
shift that motivates them to move to the next level by thinking and operating outside the box of personal power and material gain. In Search of
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Leadership reveals the essential qualities and life lessons of leaders who have made this shift. The authors found that all great leaders eventually
realize the need to serve not only their organization but society and the world at large. By doing so, they give profound new meaning to what
they do and why.
Reframing Academic Leadership Reframing Academic Leadership is the go-to guide for deepening leadership commitment, capacity, and
impact. Gallos and Bolman tease out the unique opportunities and challenges in academic leadership and present powerful ideas and tools to
guide and assist college and university administrators in: Creating campus environments that facilitate creativity and commitment Forging vital
alliances and partnerships in service of the mission Building campus cultures and shared vision that unite and inspire Crafting institutional
structures and strategies that foster innovation and excellence In this updated edition, the authors integrate time-tested conceptual frameworks
with rich and compelling real-world cases and tackle contemporary, high-impact issues such as changes in the professoriate and in student
populations, funding shortfalls, equity and social justice, the double-edged sword of technology, managing conflict and crisis, ethics and
governance, and strengthening leadership agility and resolve. This readable, intellectually provocative, and pragmatic book is for all who care
deeply about higher education, are committed to making it better, and understand its potential to transform lives, families, communities,
organizations, and nations. Leadership matters more than ever, and Reframing Academic Leadership offers the seminal framework for
understanding and leading in higher education today. PRAISE FOR REFRAMING ACADEMIC LEADERSHIP | 1st ED “Reframing
Academic Leadership is the most comprehensive book on the topic and an excellent source of knowledge for faculty and managerial leaders in
every college and university. An invaluable resource for students of higher education leadership!” —MAUREEN SULLIVAN, Past President,
American Library Association and Association of College and Research Libraries “Reframing Academic Leadership provides a compassionate
understanding of the stresses of leadership in higher education. It offers insights to those who do not fully appreciate why higher education is so
hard to ‘manage’ and validation for those entirely familiar with this world. I recommend it enthusiastically.” —JUDITH BLOCK
MCLAUGHLIN, Senior lecturer on education and faculty chair of the Harvard Seminar for New Presidents and the Harvard Seminar for
Presidential Leadership, Harvard Graduate School of Education “Bolman and Gallos provide a refreshing view of leadership essential for those
assuming presidencies and other important leadership positions in higher education. This work is a bedside reference for aspiring and current
leadership in higher education not only in the U.S. but also abroad.” —FERNANCO LEON GARCIA, President, Sistema CETYS Universidad,
Baja California, Mexico “Bolman and Gallos have written a practical, lucid text that brings together illustrative vignettes and robust frameworks
for diagnosing and managing colleges and universities. I recommend it to new and experienced administrators who will routinely confront
difficult people, structures, and cultures in their workplaces.” —CHRISTOPHER MORPHEW, Dean, School of Education, Johns Hopkins
University “Reframing Academic Leadership is filled with real-world examples from leaders. The book reads like a guide for leading a chamber
music rehearsal where one’s role constantly shifts from star to servant and where multiple answers may be ‘right’.” —PETER WHITE, Dean and
Professor of Conducting, Conservatory of Music, University of the Pacific
From the bestselling author of The Speed of Trust, a revolutionary new way to lead, deemed “the defining leadership book in the 21st century”
(Admiral William McRaven, author of Make Your Bed) that “every parent, teacher, and leader needs” (Esther Wojcicki, author of How to Raise
Successful People). We have a leadership crisis today, where even though our world has changed drastically, our leadership style has not. Most
organizations, teams, schools, and families today still operate from a model of “command and control,” focusing on hierarchies and compliance
from people. But because of the changing nature of the world, the workforce, work itself, and the choices we have for where and how to work
and live, this way of leading is drastically outdated. Stephen M.R. Covey has made it his life’s work to understand trust in leadership and
organizations. In his newest and most transformative book, Trust and Inspire, he offers a simple yet bold solution: to shift from this “command
and control” model to a leadership style of “trust and inspire.” People don’t want to be managed; they want to be led. Trust and Inspire is a new
way of leading that starts with the belief that people are creative, collaborative, and full of potential. People with this kind of leader are inspired
to become the best version of themselves and to produce their best work. In this “beautifully written page-turner” (Amy Edmondson, Harvard
Business School professor), Covey offers the solution to the future of work: where a dispersed workforce will be the norm, necessitating trust
and collaboration across time zones, cultures, personalities, generations, and technology. Trust and Inspire calls for a radical shift in the way we
lead in the 21st century, and Covey shows us how.
A Guide for Teachers and Principals
Great Leaders Grow
Forged in Crisis
How Great Leaders Inspire Everyone to Take Action
An Uncommon Journey of Spirit
The Leadership Gap
Learn Their Lessons, Improve Your Influence
The indispensable leadership companion—updated and more relevant than ever! Part leadership manual, part
short novel, this unique best-seller uses dialogues between a novice and a master teacher and between a new
and a seasoned principal to illuminate how viewing a problem through a different lens—political, human
resources, structural, or symbolic—can reveal the right solution. Featuring reflective questions and solid
strategies for meeting real-life challenges, the third edition also includes: New views on building morale in the
#MeToo age Revamped discussion of mandates, standards and rubrics Celebration of educators as skilled
professionals Expanded conversations about hope, faith, and parental involvement
A new edition of the bestselling book on finding one's personal path to leadership Leading with Soul has inspired
thousands of readers since its publication more than a decade ago. Far ahead of its time, the book illuminated
the deeply personal journey to leadership. Now, in this new and revised edition, the authors update a timeless
spiritual message in the light of the turmoil of recent years? including recession, the spread of global terrorism,
and ethics scandals? as well as new insights from the literature of spirituality and work. Bolman and Deal are the
co-authors of the bestselling book Reframing Organizations, now in its 4th edition Explores in greater depth the
concepts of love, power, and significance as relates to leadership This completely revised story of an executive
and his quest for deeper meaning continues to point the way to a more fulfilling work experience.
If you want to be as successful as Jack Welch, Larry Bossidy, or Michael Dell, read their autobiographical advice
books, right? Wrong, says Roger Martin in The Opposable Mind. Though following best practice can help in some
ways, it also poses a danger: By emulating what a great leader did in a particular situation, you'll likely be
terribly disappointed with your own results. Why? Your situation is different. Instead of focusing on what
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exceptional leaders do, we need to understand and emulate how they think. Successful businesspeople engage in
what Martin calls integrative thinking creatively resolving the tension in opposing models by forming entirely
new and superior ones. Drawing on stories of leaders as diverse as AG Lafley of Procter & Gamble, Meg
Whitman of eBay, Victoria Hale of the Institute for One World Health, and Nandan Nilekani of Infosys, Martin
shows how integrative thinkers are relentlessly diagnosing and synthesizing by asking probing questions
including: What are the causal relationships at work here? and What are the implied trade-offs? Martin also
presents a model for strengthening your integrative thinking skills by drawing on different kinds of knowledge
including conceptual and experiential knowledge. Integrative thinking can be learned, and The Opposable Mind
helps you master this vital skill.
The Leader's Mind
Strengths Based Leadership
How Great Followers Create Great Leaders and Organizations
How Great Leaders Change Their Minds to Change the World
The Contrarian's Guide to Leadership
How to Get, Keep & Grow Talent
Great Leaders, Teams, and Why People Follow
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